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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHINGTON D.C. 2O!UE 

B-203829 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report points out problems in the Department of Agri- 
culture's wool incentive payment program and discusses the need 
for the Congress to consider whether the program is still neces- 
sary. We made this review to determine whether the wool program 
is accomplishing its objectives and whether these objectives are 
still valid. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Director, Office 
of Management and Budget, and to the Secretary of Agriculture. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

CONGRESSIONAL DECISION NEEDED 
ON NECESSITY OF FEDERAL WOOL 
PROGRAM 

DIGEST w----d 

#The Federal wool incentive program has had 
little effect on encouraging wool production 
and improving wool quality because decisions to 
raise sheep-- which ultimately affect wool pro- 
duction levels-- are based primarily on the prof- 
itability of the lamb market.'-, Producers receive 
about 75 percent of their sheep income from 
selling lambs for meat. Also, the need to 
encourage wool production has declined because 
the increased use of synthetic fibers has re- 
duced the military's and the textile industry's 
need for wool. 

Since the inception of this Department of Agri- 
culture program in 1954, payments to producers 
have totaled $1.1 billion; yet wool production 
declined from 283 million pounds in 1955 to 106 
million pounds in 1980 due to such factors as 
lamb marketing problems, loss of sheep to 
predators, and labor shortages. 

Although the Department has not developed stand- 
ards to measure wool quality and no data is 
available to determine whether wool quality has 
improved, studies and industry representatives 
indicate that it has not. 

GAO made this review to determine whether the 
wool program's objectives correspond to current 
needs and because of the program's unique 
method of computing payments--producers who re- 
ceive higher market prices for their commodity 
receive higher Government subsidies. 

PROGRAM'S IMPACT ON PRODUCTION 

Because producers receive most of their sheep 
income from lambs sold for meat, their decisions 
to raise sheep are affected primarily by the 
profitability of the lamb market, not the wool 
payment program. However, program payments, 
while not the primary incentive for raising 
sheep, have kept some producers in business 
and have slowed the decline of the sheep 
industry. 
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Although the magnitude of the program's effect 
on production cannot be precisely measuredrl the 
program has kept wool production levels somewhat 
highe,,$ than they would have been without the pro- 
gram.,/! GAG's colnsultant estimated that from 1956 
throd'gh 1979 the program's average annual effect 
on U.S. wool production was to increase output 
between 11 million pounds and 24 million pounds-- 
about 6' to 13 percent above what it would have 
been withwt the program. Program costs in 
1980, $42.1 million, increased output between 
7 million and 16 million pounds. In effect, 
this additional output cost the Federal Govern- 
ment $2.63 to $6.01 a pound. The average market 
value of wool produced in 1980 was 88 cents a 

. pound. (See pp. 8 to 14.) 

PROGRAM'S IMP.ACT ON QUALITY 

:li,The program's effect on improving wool quality 
'is difficult to determine because the Department 
has not developed standards to measure variations 
in quality attributes, such as fiber length, 
color, strength, and elasticity,,$ However, the 
Department's reports on the domestic wool market 
and GAO's discussions with industry representa- 
tives indicate that wool quality has not improved. 
Contamination problems--such as off-colored 
fibers and vegetable matter--which downgrade 
wool quality, result from the emphasis on lamb 
production, sheep-grazing habitat, and pro- 
duceKs' feeding practices and wool-handling 
methods. (See pp. 16 to 18.) 

NEED FOR WOOL HAS DECLIN.ED 

The National Wool Act of 1954 (7 U.S.C. 1781 et 
3.) defined wool as an essential and strategic 
commodity not produced in sufficient quantities 
and grades in the United States to meet domestic 
needs. '~~,,,,~OWN? K , the increased use of synthetic 
fibers xn military items, once made entirely of 
wool, and in commercial products, such as 
carpets, sweat,,ers, and suits, has reduced the 
need for wool .,,,,,,,,,~~,'l~"""It is no longer on the list of 
strategic commodities'1 Therefore, in GAO's 
opinion,/'the major* reasons for establishing a 
program to encourage wool pKOdUCtiOn are no 
longer as impor,t,ant as they were when the Wool 
Act was enacted.': (See pp. 18 to 20.) 



Increased imports of wool and woolen products 
and the s'low economy arme 'cantributfn$$ to #the 
low demand four doimestic wool. Reductions in 
tariffs on impa~rte~d wool, which beg'an in'Janu- 
ary 1980 and will continue over the next several 
Ygs2KS fi ‘should ten8 to r’educe costs ~:of imported 
wool and ‘tioolen $&xBxts for U.'S. consumers. 
(See pp. 20 and 2K) 

PAIFMEHTS FOR UNSHORN L,AMBmS AND TO 
NONCQ~MMERCIAL PRODUCtiRSHAVE 'LITTLE EFFECT 

The'program's payments for unshorn lambs ($5.5 
million for mar'keting year 1980) are provided to 
prevent the sheari'ng of lambs just to obtain a 
wool program payment. According to industry 
representatives and producers GAO interviewed, 
however, other factors influence decisions on 
whether to shear lambs. For example, if lambs 
are fattened in feedlots, they will generally be' 
shocn because shorn lambs gain weight faster. 
Other factors which can influence these deci- 
sions include the cost and availability of 
shearers and the comparative prices of shorn 
and unshorn lamb pelts. The unshorn lamb pay- 
ment provision is difficult to monitor and costly 
to administer. (See pp. 14 and 15.) 

Program payments are made to producers regard- 
less of the amount of wool produced OK the num- 
ber of unshorn Lambs sold. Fot marketing year 
1980 producers receiving less than $100 from the 
program accounted for about 63 percent of the 
number of payments (55,716 of 89,259) but only 
6 percent of the total d,,, liar value ($2.1 mil- 
lion of $34.7 million). These 0 are generally 
noncommercial producers who receive very little 
income from raising sheep and would raise sheep 
without the payments. Therefore, program pay- 
ments to these pr’oducersbare not necessary to 
encourage wool production:‘il (See pp.’ 10 to 13. ) ,,, ,,’ 
PROBLEMS AFFECTING SHEEP PRODUCTION 

A number of problems are currently affecting 
the profitability of sheep produktion and thus 
wool production: 

--Lamb marketing problems, such as the incon- 
sistent supply of lambs, lack of competition 
among buyers, and “intense competition from im- 
ports, contribute to low lamb prices. (See 
pp. 25 to 27.) 
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GIAQ rmmmmalladg that the Congress consider 
whethenr CscdleraL finaancial assistance should (11 
coiarliinur to bie gsovided to encourage wool produc- 
tion snd,/oz (2) b'e provided to generally aas'ist 
the s’hmp i@u;cisdltxy. If the przogram is retained, 
the Coaglregls sholuld eliminate payments to non- 
commeerm;cial pEelducers and payments fox unshorn 
lambs because these payments ace not accomplish- 
ing theaile intended objectives. (See p. 22.) 

AG~EXWY CCMflR~MTS AND GAO EVALUATION 

The Department of Agriculture agreed with most 
of GAQ's findings and stated that, in its 
opinion, the report reflects a fair appraisal 
of the ~~QQII;I~III*S sttengths and weaknesses. 
(See agp. V.) The Dep&rtment disagreed that 
paymeants; to noncommercial producers should be. 
diJW3ntilNMd. .It said that eliminating non- 
commercial pmroductags from the program would 
disczirlnatet against the small producer and 
that it believed the prrogram should be avail- 
able to all veal producers. As GAO points out, 
pogram paymsntsr have little effect on non- 
eomerxial pmducew’ sheep production deci- 
lgions and, in GAO@s opinion, are not necessary 
to encourage wool production. Therefore, GAO 
believe@ the ceeommendation is appropriate. 
(Seer pp. 11 to 13 and 23.) 

The Department aSgr;eed with the recommendation to 
eliminate the unshorn lamb payment provisions, 
but it‘concluded that there would be an increase 
in s'hocn wool payments which would offset most of 
the savings resulting from eliminating the unshorn 
lamb payments. According to industry reptesenta- 
tives and pcoducexs GAO talked with, however, 
ptoduce~s would not shear lambs to get a wool 
payment. Therefore, GAO believes significant 
savings would occur. (See pp. 14 to 16 and 23.) 

The Department's comments on other program as- 
pects have been incorporated where appropriate. 
(See pp. 3, 4, and 21.) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

While world wool production has generally been increasing, 
U.S. wool production and sheep numbers have declined dramatically. 
From 1955 to 19180 world wool production increased from 4.7 bil- 
lion pounds to 6.3 b~illion pounds while U.S. wool production de- 
creased from 283 million pounds to 106 million pounds. During s 
the same period, the U.S. portion of world wool production 
declined from 6 percent to 2 percent. 

The domestic sheep and lamb population has experienced a 
similar decline, dropping from about 31.6 million in 1955 to 
12.5 million in 1980. Factors influencing the decline in U.S. 
sheep numbers include low lamb and wool prices, an inadequate 
labor supply, and difficulty in controlling predators. 

The U.S. textile industry‘s use of wool (mill consumption) 
is down significantly from the 1950's due to the increased use of 
synthetic fibers. U.S. per capita mill consumption of wool in 
1955 was about 2.5 pounds. After dropping to a low of about 0.44 
pounds in 1974, mill consumption rose to 0.6 pounds in 1980. 

WOOL INCENTIVE PAYMENT 
PROGRAM HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION 

The National Wool Act of 1954, as amended (7 U.S.C. 1781 
et 9.1, authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture, through the 
?%mo~dity Credit Corparation (CCC), to support the price of wool 
and mohair l/ through loans, purchases, payments, or other oper- 
ations. Th; act described wool as "an essential and strategic 
commodity which is not produced in quantities and grades in the 
United States to meet the domestic needs * * *." The act also 
stated that the desired domestic production of wool is impaired 
by wide fluctuations in the price of wool in the world markets. 
The act declared congressional policy to be to encourage domes- 
tic wool production as a measure of national security and in 
promotion of the general economic welfare. 

In 1977 the act was amended to say that wool is not only an 
essential and strategic commodity, but that it also is energy- 
efficient and is not produced in "sufficient" quantities and 
grades to meet domestic needs. This amendment stated that the 
desired domestic production of wool is impaired not only by the 
depressing effects of wide fluctuations in the price of wool 
but also by predatory animals. Also, the congressional policy 
statement was amended to add "a positive balance of trade" and 
"the efficient use of the Nation's resources" as reasons to 
encourage domestic wool production. 

&/Mohair is long silky hair of the Angora goat. 
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Before 1954 the price of wool was supported through various 
CCC loan and/or purchase programs. The Agricultural Acts of 1948 
and 1949 had provided for mandatory price support for wool. The 
latter act had also provided mandatory support for mohair. 

The loan support program had resulted in large stocks of 
wool in CCC's inventory. Because market prices were low, farmers 
did not redeem wool that was pledged as collateral far loans from 
ccc. Nearly on+third af 1952's wool production came into the 
CCC inventory. At about the time the wool incentive program 
became effective, CCC wool stocks totaled 154 million pounds. 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) became concerned 
about the operation of the loan support program because of the 
accumulating CCC wool stocks. After a preliminary investigation, 
the Secretary of Agriculture concluded that wool was being im- 
ported in quantities and at prices that interfered with the sup- 
port program. The President, responding to the Secretary's con- 
cern, asked the U.S. Tariff Commission (now the U.S. International 
Trade Commission} to investigate. The President also asked the 
Secretary of Agriculture to report on the factors leading to the 
decline in sheep numbers and to propose methods for developing 
a sound domestic wool industry which would be consistent with 
international trade. 

The Secretary's December 1953 report, entitled "Achieving a 
Sound Domestic Wool Industry," recommended that Government assist- 
ance be provided to wool growers under an incentive payment plan 
during periods when wool prices fell below the desired support 
level. Based on this.report, the President determined that domes- 
tic wool growers required continued price or income assistance to 
compete with imported wools and forwarded to the Congress the 
Secretary's recommendation. 

In February 1954 the Tariff Commission issued its report. 
The Commission concluded that wool was being imported under such 
conditions and in such quantities as to render USDA's price- 
support program for wool ineffective and recommended that the 
President impose import fees in addition to the existing tariff. 
The President took no action on the Commission's recommendation 
because he believed that the Secretary's proposed wool program 
would remedy the conditions which prompted the Commission's 
recommendation. 

The President approved the National Wool Act of 1954 on 
August 28, 1954. Although the Wool Act authorizes the Secretary 
of Agriculture to support the price of wool and mohair through 
loans, purchases, payments, or other operations, Secretaries have 
opted for a payment program. The program, which became effective 
April 1, 1955, has been designed so that payments are based on 
the percentage needed to bring the national average price re- 
ceived by producers up to the support level established according 
to the formula in the act. According to USDA, 
age method to set the payment rate, 

using this percent- 
rather than making a uniform 
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flat ijayment per pound of wool sold, encourages producers to im- 
prove the quality and marketing of their wool. Under this method, 
a producer's payment is determined by applying this percentage 
to the producer‘s net proceeds from the sale of wool. Therefore, 
the higher the market price a producer receives, the higher the 
incentive payment. Payments for wool marketed during one calendar 
year are made after March 31 of the following year. 

The program,provides payments for both shorn wool and un- 
shorn lambs. Shorn wool is wool that is actually sheared from 
sheep and lambs. Payments for unshorn lambs are made to maintain 
the normal practice of marketing lambs unshorn and are computed 
to give producers the same net returns they would have received 
if they had sheared the lambs and obtained shorn wool payments. 

Costs incurred for this program include producer payments 
and operating and interest expenses. From 1955 through 1980, 
Government payments to producers totaled about $1.1 billion, 
including 89,259 payments totaling $34.7 million in 1980. Pay- 
ments in 1981 totaled $44.8 million. (App. I shows the support 
price, average market price, shorn payment rate, and amount of 
Government payments for each of the years 1955 through 1981.) 
Wool payments for marketing year 1982 I/ are estimated at $53.5 
million. The program's operating and interest expenses have cost 
USDA over $3.3 million annually in recent years. The Congres- 
sional Budget Office estimates that total outlays for the program 
for the 5-year period 1983-87 will be $325 million.. 

Program expenditures are made initially from CCC funds. 
Then each year funds are appropriated from the Treasury to reim- 
burse CCC. The Wool Act provides, however, that the amount which 
can be appropriated for any fiscal year is not to exceed 70 per- 
cent of the duties collected on certain imported wool and woolen 
manufactures during the calendar year preceding the beginning of 
the fiscal year in which the expenditures were made. 

CCC is a wholly owned, Government corporation created in 
1933 to stabilize, support, and protect farm income and prices; 
to assist in maintaining balanced and adequate supplies of agri- 
cultural commodities; and to facilitate the orderly distribution 
of these commodities. CCC has no operating personnel; its pro- 
grams are carried out primarily through the personnel and facili- 
ties of USDA's Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Serv- 
ice (ASCS). ASCS has offices in every State and in Puerto Rico. 
There are 2,745 county offices which administer programs in 3,052 
counties. Each State and county has a committee which directs 
the activities of the respective office. County office opera- 
tions are supervised by a county executive director hired by the 
county committee. 

&/Since 1964 the marketing year for wool has corresponded to the 
calendar year. 
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

We made this review because the program has not been sub- 
stantially revis'ed since it was established in 1954 and because 
of the recent congre~~~~io~nal emphasis on reevaluating the need for 
certain Federal programs* In addition, after examining the 
support methods for vario~us agricultural commodities, we noted 
that the wool inoentiv'e program was the only program where pro- 
ducers who sell their cammodity at higher market prices get 
higher Government payments than the producers who sell their 
commodity at lower prices. 

Our objectives were to determine whether the wool incentive 
payment program has encouraged wool production and improved wool 
quality, whether regional differences exist that affect sheep 
producers' wool production decisions, and whether the program's 
objectives are still valid. 

Although the Wool Act, as amended, authorizes the S'ecretary 
to support the price of mohair, we did not review this aspect of 
the program because the average market price for mohair has been 
above the support level since the 1972 marketing year. (For 
marketing year 1980, for example, the support price was $2.90 a 
pound while the average market price was $3.50 a pound.) Between 
1955 and 1980, mohair producers only received payments for 8 
years. These payments totaled about $51 million. 

We made the review in accordance with generally accepted 
Government auditing standards. We did our work primarily at ASCS 
headquarters in Was'hington, D.C., and seven of its county offices 
in five States. Most of our fieldwork was done between July and 
November 1981. Our review covered program payments for the 1980 
marketing year-- the latest year for which such data was available 
at the time of our fieldwork. 

The States, counties, and individual producers reviewed 
were selected on a judgmental basis. Because 80 percent of the 
sheep in the United States are raised in 17 Western States, we 
selected 3 States--Texas, Utah, and Colorado--from that region. 
(These States ranked first, fifth, and sixth, respectively, in 
payments for the 1979 marketing year.) We also selected Ohio 
and Virginia to provide coverage of the larger sheep-producing 
States in the Midwest and East and to help determine whether 
regional differences affect producers' wool production decisions. 
Proximity to producer groups and industry representatives was 
also a factor considered in selecting Utah, Colorado, and Ohio. 
For further information on regional differences among sheep 
producers, we obtained regional sheep production income and 
expense data from USDA's Economic Research Service (ERS). 

For those States selected, we analyzed ASCS' listing of 
payments made in fiscal year 1980 (for wool marketed in calendar 
year 1979) and scheduled the data for all counties on the basis 
of the following factors: size of payments, number of payments, 
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average payment, and number of payments less than $100. We 
selected counties on these criteria because we believed that the 
payment amount would be an indicator of operation size. We se- 
lected counties which had a cross section of payment amounts so 
we could obtain a cross section of operation sizes. Also, we 
contacted each State's extension animal scientist to verify that 
the counties chosen for our review fairly represented the State's 
sheep operations. The counties reviewed included: 

--Colorado: Mesa, Weld 
--Ohio: Knox 
-Texas: Crockett, Tom Green 
--Utah: Utah 
--Virginia: Augusta 

In each county we visited, we interviewed at least three 
producers to obtain their views on the wool program and the sheep 
industry's problems. The producers were chosen on the basis of 
the size of the payments in the county--at least one producer 
each from those receiving payments in the upper, middle, and lower 
third of the payments range. . 

Before starting our audit work at the county offices, we con- 
tacted ERS' representative to USDA's Interagency Wool Estimates 
Committee who provided us with lists of publications on the sheep 
industry, producer organizations, and extension sheep specialists. 
We also contacted USDA's Office of Inspector General to determine 
what audit work it had completed or was planning on the wool in- 
centive payment program. We obtained and reviewed publications 
from producer organizations and State extension service offices, 
USDA reports on the sheep industry, and Inspector General investi- 
gation reports on the wool program. 

In the seven counties reviewed, we analyzed the 1,225 wool 
payment files for marketing year 1980 payments and interviewed 
the ASCS county personnel who administer the program. We also 
interviewed a total of 25 sheep producers, county extension 
agents in four counties, and several sheep/wool specialists and 
industry groups. Sheep and wool specialists interviewed included 
an ERS agricultural economist at Colorado State University, who 
has authored several studies on the sheep industry; the Colorado 
State University extension sheep specialist; the Director'of 
Research and Extension at Texas A&M University; the wool market- 
ing specialist at USDA's National Wool Laboratory in Denver; and 
the Program Leader-Animal Science with USDA's Extension Service. 
We met with industry officials from the American Sheep Producers 
Council (ASPC), two regional wool growers' cooperatives, the 
National Wool Growers Association, and the Texas Sheep and Goat 
Raisers Association. 

The predominant trend in the sheep industy has been the 
rapid decline in sheep production in all regions of the United 
States. In 1979 cash receipts from sales of sheep, lambs, and 
wool accounted for less than 1 percent of the cash receipts from 
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marketings of livestock and products. Because sheep and lambs 
comprise such a minor portion of the U.S. livestock industry and 
sheep and lamb numbers have been declining, recent documented 
evidence on the factors that affect sheep production and thus 
wool production is quite limited. Also, the number of sheep/wool 
specialists has declined with the decline in the industry. 

We believe that the info'rmation we obtained from available 
reports, the sheep/'wool specialists , producers, and producer or- 
ganizations is the best available evidence on the sheep industry's 
characteristics and the wool program's accomplishments'. 

We obtained information on the military's need for wool 
from the Defense Logistics Agency, the U.S. Army Natick Research 
and Development Labmoratories', and the Federal Emergency Manage- 
ment Agency. We also contacted personnel at the Department of 
Commerce and U.S. International Trade Commission to obtain infor- 
mation concerning tariffs on imported wool. 

The scope of our review did not include determining the ex- 
tent to which predation is occurring and whether available pred- 
ator control techniques are effective. Much controversy exists 
on these issues. We obtained producers' views on predation be- 
cause we believed their perceptions about their losses could 
affect their production decisions. 

To obtain information on the animal damage control program, 
we contacted the Chief, Program Analysis Division, of USDA's 
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and the Chief, Divi- 
sion of Wildlife Management, of the Department of the Interior's 
Fish and Wildlife Service. We also attended the Environmental 
Protection Agency's (EPA's) information-gathering hearings on 
whether canceled pesticide products containing compound 1080 
should be reregistered. 

We employed a consultant, Dr. Bruce Gardner, Professor of 
Agricultural Economics, University of Maryland, to develop an 
econometric model to analyze the effect of the wool incentive pay- 
ment program on historical and current wool production and the 
effects on wool production if the wool incentive payment program 
were modified or eliminated. The scope of our consultant's 
econometric model, his conclusions, and a discussion of the 
model's limitations are discussed in appendix II. (A copy of Dr. 
Gardner's study, "Effects of U.S. Wool Policy," is available by 
request to Keith Fultz, Community and Economic Development Divi- 
sion, U.S. General Accounting Office, Washington, D.C., 20548.) 
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CHAPTER 2 

WQ~OL IMZEWXVE PROGRAM HAS HAD A 

L~SKUTEXI T,MPACT ON ITS OBJECTIVES 

The wool, incentive payment program is intended to encourage 
wool production andi impxoiva? wool quality. The program has had a 
limited impact on the&e olbjectives because producers receive 
75 percent of their sheep income from lambs sold for meat: thexe- 
fore, productirrn deci&ions are primarily based on the profitabil- 
ity of the lamb market. By serving as an income supplement, pro- 
gram payments have enabled some producers to continue raising 
sheep, thus causing wool production levels to be somewhat higher 
than they would have been without the program. However, wool 
production haer declined dramatically since program inception, 
from 283 million paunds in 1955 to 106 million pounds in 1980. 
Factors contributing to the decline in wool production include 
predation losses, labor shortages, and lamb marketing problems. 

The program alalo provides for payments to producers who sell 
unshorn lambs so as to prevent shearing lambs solely to obtain 
a program payment. According to industry representatives and 
the producers we interviewed, these unshorn lamb payments ($5.5 
million for marketing year 1980) do not influence producers' 
shearing practices as was intended. Other factors,. such as 
whether the lambs are put in feedlots before they are marketed, 
the cost of shearing, and the value of lamb pelts, have a greater 
impact on producers decisions to shear lambs. Furthermore, the 
unshorn lamb payment provision is difficult to monitor and costly 
to administer. 

The program currently provides payments to producers regaxd- 
less of the amount of woo1 produced. Because noncommercial pro- 
ducers (those with less than 50 sheep) generally receive payments 
of less than $100 and raise sheep for reasons other than the in- 
come, wool incentive payments to noncommercial producers have 
little effect on wool production levels. 

Standards to measure wool quality do not exist; therefore, 
determining the program's effect on wool quality is difficult. 
According to reports on the domestic wool market and industry 
representatives and sheep specialists, however, the quality of 
domestic wool has improved very little, if any. Contamination 
problems caused by certain feeding, shearing, and marketing prac- 
tices and producers' emphasis on lamb production have affected 
wool quality. 

According to the Wool Act, congressional policy is to en- 
courage domestic wcrol production, among other reasons, as a 
measure of national security and to promote the general economic 
welfare. However, wool's importance both to the military and the 
U.S. economy has decreased due to the increased use of synthetic 
fibers. 
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WOOL INCENTIVE PAYMENT8 H1fiVE NOT 
HAD A MAJOR IMPACT ON PRODUCTION 

Program payments, $1.1 billion through marketing year 1980, 
have caused U.S. wool production levels to be somewhat higher 
than the levels would have been without the program. (See graph 
on p. 9.) However, producers' emphasis on raising lambs for 
meat and factors such as loss of sheep to predators, labor 
shortages, and lamb marketing problems have prevented this pro- 
gram from having a major effect on encouraging wool production. 
(Details on these factors are discussed in ch. 3.) 

The Wool Act stated that it was congressional policy to en- 
courage an annual domestic production of about 300 million pounds 
of shorn wool. This goal, however, has never been attained. In 
fact, between the time when the act was passed in 1954 and the 
time when the policy was changed in 1977, U.S. shorn wool pro- 
duction declined from 236 million pounds to 107 million pounds. 
Title III of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 deleted the 
reference to the annual production of about 300 million pounds 
and replaced it with "continued" domestic production of wool. 

The number of sheep shorn has incKeased modestly in recent 
years. Increases in 1979 and 1980 were 4 percent and 1 percent, 
respectively, and the number.of sheep and lambs shorn in 1981 is 
estimated to be 1 percent more than in 1980. According to an 
ERS economist at Colorado State University, the recent increase 
in sheep numbers was probably due to the profitability of sheep 
and lamb production during 1975-79 and ASPC's blueprint program 
for expanding the sheep industry. lJ 

Payments have had a small 
effect on wool product&on 

Our consultant developed an econometric model to estimate 
the wool incentive program's effect on wool production and what 
the program's effect would be if it were modified or eliminated. 
The model estimated the effects of the following factors on the 
quantity of wool produced: the expected prices of wool, lamb, 
substitutes (such as cattle) that might be produced instead of 
raising sheep, and production inputs; the Government payment per 
pound: the state of technology; and random events such as preda- 
tor loss OK disease. The scope of our consultant's work, his 
major conclusions, and the limitations of his model are discussed 
in appendix II'. 

lJIn 1975 representatives of the major sheep organizations met 
to develop a program to revitalize the sheep industry. The 
group's objective was to reverse the downward trend in sheep 
production. The resulting program, called "Blueprint for 
Expansion of the American Sheep Industry," established goals 
relating to production, marketing, land use, predators, labor, 
research and education, and organizational structure. 
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Based on this model, our consultant concluded that the incen- 
tive payments have had a:.'* relatively small but positive effect 
on U.S. wool output," although the magnitude of the effect cannot 
be precisely measured. He concluded that from 1956 through 1979, 
the program's average annual effect on U.S. wool production was 
to increase output between 10.5 million pounds and 24.2 million 
pounds-- or about 6 to 13 percent --above the level it would have 
been in the program's absence. (See graph on p. 9.) However, 
he concluded that the program has not had any apparent effect in 
reducing the rate of decline. 

Our consultant estimated that in 1980 the payments increased 
output between 7 million and 16 million pounds. Program costs 
for the marketing year 1980 (this includes payments to producers 
and operating and interest expenses) totaled $42.1 million. Thus, 
in effect, the additional output for 1980 cost the Federal Govern- 
ment between $2.63 and $6.01 a pound. The average market value 
of wool produced in 1980 was 88 cents a pound. 

Joint product nature of sheep 
reduces the payment's effect 

Because producers receive income from lamb and wool (joint 
products of sheep), the degree to which the wool payments affect 
wool production will depend'on how much of the producers1 total 
sheep income comes from wool. At one time income from wool 
accounted for more than half the producers' sheep income, but to- 
day sheep producers on the average receive about 75 percent of 
their sheep income from lambs sold for meat. Therefore, changes 
in sheep numbers tend.to be related more to changes in the profit- 
ability of the lamb market rather than the wool market. 

Our consultant concluded that maintaining U.S. wool pro- 
duction at the 1950-60 average level would have been impossible 
even with shorn wool payment rates of 100 percent. (The actual 
rates are shown in app. I.) He also concluded that wool simply 
has not been an important enough share of the producers' total 
sheep revenues to have had such a significant effect on produc- 
tion. Thus, the emphasis on lamb production makes it difficult 
for a wool subsidy program to have a large effect on wool 
production. 

Program's impac.t on producer decisions 
varies by reqzon. and skze of operation 

Although producers on the average receive about 75 percent 
of their sheep 'income from lambs sold for meat, 20 percent from 
wool (including wool payments), and 5 percent from ewes, the 
percentages of income from lamb and wool vary according to region 
and flock size. Therefore, the payment program's greatest effect 
on production will be in those regions and on those producers 
that receive more income from wool than the national average. 
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Sheep budgets, in which ERS summarizes information on costs 
and retuxns for: sheep production, show regional differences in 
the percent of income earned from wool and lamb. Sheep budget 
statistics for 1979 are peesented in appendix IV for the eight 
major sheep production Kegions (Texas-New Mexico, Mountain, Great 
Basin, California-Arizona, Pacific Coast, Northern Plains, Plains 
Wheat-CoKn, and Northcentral States). The statistics show that 
producers in Texas-New Mexico on the avexage receive a larger 
percent (23 to 27) of sheep income fzom wool and wool payments 
than producers in other regions. Producers in the Northcentral 
States region on the average receive the smallest amount (15 
percent) of sheep income from wool and wool payments. 

Regional differences in the percent of sheep income earned 
from wool and lamb can be explained in part by differences in the 
breeds of sheep producers raise. Sheep producers use different 
breeds to meet variations in climate, geography, elevations, and 
personal prefelences. Fine wool breeds, such as the Rambouillet, 
generally do better under range conditions found in axid climates. 
They are not as good from the standpoint of lamb production as 
many other breeds. However, they produce a uniform, desirable 
fine grade fleece that is worth more on the market. For areas 
with extremely large amounts of rain, such as northern Califollrnia 
and Oregon, "long wool" bzeeds, such as Lincoln and Romney, have 
many advantages. These breeds produce long, very coarse wool. 
The coarseness of the wool! makes it less desirable than that of 
certain other breeds, but the nature of the wool allows the sheep 
to survive betteK in such climates. 

Even within the same region, the percent of sheep income 
obtained from wool may vary depending on the size of the sheep 
operation. According to a May 1978 ERS report entitled "Charac- 
teristics of Sheep Production in the WesteKn United States," sheep 
operations can be divided into three general size categoties: 
(1) noncommercial operations of fewer than 50 head, (2) commercial 
farm flock operations of 50 to 999 head, and (3) laxge-scale 
commercial operations of 1,000 head or more. 

The report states that noncommercial operators include farm- 
ers that maintain sheep to use available forage, to use in 4-H 
projects, and to provide a small income supplement. Commercial 
farm flock operators maintain sheep as a secondary source of in- 
come. Large-scale commercial operators raise sheep as a majot 
source of agricultural income. The report states that within 
the 17 Western States, commercial farm flock and large-scale op- 
erators accounted for only 41 pelrcent of producers. Howevef, 
these opelcations accounted for 93 percent of the domestic sheep 
production in 1974. 

According to a February 1978 New Mexico State University 
Cooperative Extension Service report entitled “Sheep Production 
and Management," 

"Small flocks, from 10 to 50 ewes, are often not 
profitable because they tend to be poorly managed. 
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Mechanization f's also not feasible, so return per 
hour of labor is not maximized. All too often, 
small farm flocks are used simply to control weeds 
on irrigation ditches, These sheep never return 
their maximum to laborln 

The noncommsscial producers we talked with said they consider 
the sheep business to ba a hobby or a sideline to another major 
enterprise or occupation. 

Because producers receive payments regardless of the amount 
of wool or number of unshorn lambs sold, many payments are for 
small amounts. Until 1977 ASCS' Management Field Office did not 
issue wool payments if they were less than $3. According to 
the chief accountant of ASCS' Fiscal Division, State ASCS offices 
received complaints from producers about this limitation. For 
example, due to this limitation, a number of children were not 
receiving payments for 4-H projects. The county offices, could 
and did make payments of less than.$3 at the producers' request, 
but because of the complaints, the Management Field Office now 
issues checks to all producers. 

For marketing year 1980 about 63 percent of the number of 
payments (55,716 of 89,259).but less than 6 percent of the amount 
of the payments ($2.1 million of $34.7 million) were made to pro- 
ducers who received less than $100. The following chart shows 
the number and amount of payments made in each payment size 
category. 

Size 0-f payment 
Number 

of payments 

$0 - 24.99 21,407 
25.00 - 49.99 16,900 
50.00 - 74.99 10,454 
75.00 - 99.99 6,955 

100.00 or more 33,54.3 

Total 89,259 

Percent of 
total number 
of paents 

24 
19 
12 
a 

37 

Amount of 
payments 

$ 284,239 
617,695 
644,570 
602,803 

32,578,591 

$34,727,898 

According to USDA wool production statistics, the average 
fleece weighs about 8 pounds. Therefore, 400 pounds of wool 
would be obtained from shearing about 50 sheep, the upper limit 
of the category "noncommercial operation." In our review of 909 
ASCS county office wool payment files, we found only two shorn 
wool payments of less than $100 that were made on 400 pounds or 
more of wool. Because noncommercial sheep producers receive 
payments of $100 or less and raise sheep for reasons other than 
income from sheep, we believe that wool incentive payments to non- 
commercial producers have little impact on encouraging wool 
production. 



Program has served as 
an income supplement 

Although the program has' not had a major effect on wool pro- 
duction levels, it has served as an income supplement to sheep 
producers. A January 1977 ERS report entitled "The National Wool 
Act of 1954--Past Effective8ness and Potential Changes," states 
that the Wool Act has not accomplished the purposes for which it 
was intended --maintaining wool production or improving wool qual- 
ity. According to the report, however, payments under the Wool 
Act have helped slow the decline of the sheep industry by con- 
tributing to producer income. 

The report states that some producers are probably still in 
business because of the income supplement. According to the ERS 
economist who authored the report, it would be extremely diffi- 
cult to quantify how many producers are in business as a result 
of the wool payments because, to do so, data would be needed on 
how the payment affects each producer's total income. 

Several industry representatives and sheep/wool specialists 
told us that the WOOL program's major accomplishment has been to 
supplement incomes, thereby keeping some producers in business. 
For example: 

--The President and the Chairman of the Board of the National 
Wool Growers Association told us that the wool program has 
kept a lot of producers in the business and has helped re- 
duce the effect of all the adverse factors affecting the 
sheep industry. According to these officials, the incen- 
tive program has allowed some producers to make a profit 
and stay in business. 

--The wool marketing specialist at USDA's National Wool Lab- 
oratory told us that the program has served as an income 
supplement and probably kept some producers in business. 
Due to the lack of data, he could not quantify how many 
producers the program has kept in business but he told us 
that payments have most likely helped producers with range 
flocks of 500 to 1,000 head. He said that producers with 
less than 50 head raise sheep for reasons other than in- 
come and would probably continue to do so without the 
payment. 

-A Colorado State University extension sheep specialist also 
told us that assessing the impact of the wool program is 
difficult because there have been a lot of negative pres- 
sures on the sheep industry. These negative factors in- 
clude high labor costs, environmental pressures on the use 
of rangeland for grazing, and restrictions on predator 
control methods. He said, however, that in the final anal- 
ysis, the program has served as an income supplement and 
probably kept some producers in business. 
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Congressional Budg,et Office comments 
on the wool and mphenlr ,,payment program 

In a February 198'2 report entitled "Reducing the Federal 
Deficit: Strategies aind Qptions," the Congressional Budget 
Office concluded that the wool and mohair payment program has not 
achieved its objective of encouraging wool production. The re- 
port stated that the grogram conflicts with the reality of declin- 
ing lamb and mutton consumption and the rising use of synthetic 
fibers. The report stated that payments are made to just 80,000 
farmers and average only $400 per farmer. According to the re- 
port 8 eliminating payments would be of small economic significance 
to most farmers and would be unlikely to affect the industry's 
long-term econmic viability. The Budget Office estimated that 
eliminating the program would reduce Government outlays by $325 
million over the 5-year period 1983-87. 

UNSHORN LAMB PAYMEMT HAS LITTLE 
EFFECT ON SHEARIS% PRACTICES 

The wool program's unshorn lamb payment provision does not 
influence producers' decisions to shear their lambs. Other 
factors such as whether the lambs are put in feedlots before 
they are marketed, the value of lamb pelts, shearing costs, and 
availability of shearers determine whether lambs are shorn before 
slaughter. Therefore, the unshorn lamb payments, which totaled 
$5.5 million in marketing year 1980, are not accomplishing their 
.intended purpose. Furthermore, checking the accuracy of the 
data used to compute unshorn lamb payments is difficult and time 
consuming. 

The Wo+ Act provides that the support price for unshorn 
lambs be set at such a level, in relation to the support price 
for shorn wool, that will maintain normal marketing practices for 
lambs. According to an ASCS handbook, this provision was designed 
to avoid unusual shearing of lambs before marketing to obtain the 
payments on shorn wool. 

Industry representatives and the producers we talked with 
told us that the unshorn lamb payment does not affect a producer's 
decision to shear lambs. The President of the National Lamb 
Feeders Association, the President and the Chairman of the Board 
of the National Wool Growers Association, an ASPC marketing 
specialist, and the producers we talked with said that, as a gen- 
eral. practice, lambs put cxn feed (placed in feedlots),are shorn 
because they gain weight better if shorn, but lambs that attain 
slaughter weight on milk and grass are sent to slaughter unshorn. 
Other factors mentioned which can affect the decision to shear 
or not shear lambs were the relative prices of shorn and unshorn 
pelts, the cost of shearing, and the availability of shearers. 

The industry representatives and producers agreed that the 
unshorn lamb payment does not influence whether OF not lambs are 
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shorn. Some commented, however, that the payments da gkve the 
producers credit (income) for the wool they producea that they 
would not receive otherwise. 

The unsho'rn lamb' payme#nts also are more difficult and time 
consuming, and therefore m~'re costly, for ASCS to a&nintir8tit3im: than 
are the shorn wool payments. At the county offices we visited, 
procedures for assuring that unshorn lamb payments are proper 
differed considerab'ly, often were not documented, and ~~11s~~ time 
consuming. Moreover, the mo'nitoring effort still did nnlt assure 
the accuracy of certain data used to compute the payments. 

Because the unshorn Lamb payment provision gives the pro- 
ducer credit for the wo'ol omn the lamb, any producesrJfe@er who 
purchases Lambs must report them so that their payments can be 
adjusted downward by the amounts paid to the previous owners. 
Therefore, ASCS procedures instruct the county offices to strive 
to assure that applicants report purchases of unshorn Lambs 
accurately. This includes reviewing payment applications to 
verify accurate applicant reporting of unshorn lambs purchased 
and later shorn or resold unshorn. However, absolute verifica- 
tion of this data for certain unshorn lamb sales (such as through 
auction houses and order buyers) can be very difficult and time 
consuming. 

ASCS county office pemonnel in five of the cotinties we 
visited said that sales through auction houses and order buyers 
account for a large portion of the unshorn lambs sold in their 
counties. One county executive director estimated that these 
sales represented 90 percent of the unshorn lambs sold in that 
county. The invoices on these sales, submitted by the sellers 
with the applications for unshorn lamb payments, do not identify 
the purchasers and/or their addresses. Therefore, the county 
office would have to obtain this information from the auction 
house or order buyer so that the county office could determine 
whether the purchaser applied for a payment for the same lambs. 
One of the county offices we visited was obtaining information 
on lamb sales made at an auction house in the county, but this 
data was of limited value because many of the purchases were 
made either by order buyers or for the auction house's own 
account. 

Officials of the National Wool Growers Association said 
that they were aware of the problems with verifying the accuracy 
of data submitted by the applicants for unshorn lamb payments and 
the amount of time needed to administer this part of the wool 
program. They suggested that alternatives would be either to 
provide a different type of payment (for example, for unshorn 
pelts) or, if other parts of the program remained intact, to 
eliminate the unshorn lamb payment entirely. 
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PROGRAM HAS NOT MEASURABLY 
IMPROVED WOOL OUALITY 

Determining the program's effect on wool quality is diffi- 
cult because standards to measure variations in wool quality do 
not exist. Available USDA studies state and most indd&!Fp'repre- 
sentatives and sheep specialists we talked with believed, however, 
that the program has not helped to improve wool quality; The 
emphasis on lamb production and wool contamination resulting from 
certain feeding, shearing, and wool marketing practices continue 
to impair domestic wool quality. 

No apparent improvement in wool quality 

One of the incentive program's major objectives is to im- 
prove wool quality. (According to USDA, quality refers to attxi- 
butes such as fiber length, crimp (curl and wave), strength, 
elasticity, luster, and color.) USDA has not developed standalcds 
to measuxe vaKiations in wool quality attributes. Therefore, the 
only way for us to assess trends in wool quality was through 
studies and interviews with knowledgeable individuals. 

The Prcesident of the National Wool GKOWeKS Association told 
us that wool quality-- referring to uniformity in grades, length 
of staple, and cleanliness of the wool--has been improving in 
thase regions whexe sheep are raised for wool; for example, 
Texas, New Mexico, and palcts of Wyoming and Montana. The Dir- 
ector of Texas A&M's Research and Extension Center said that 
wool quality, as measured by fineness, has improved in west 
Texas but that there are no statistics available on the changes 
in wool quality produced in the area. Other soufces generally 
believed that the program has not resulted in impzoved wool 
quality. 

The January 1977 ERS report on the wool program's effective- 
ness concluded that: ," ,, 

"Quality of wool produced in the U.S. does not seem 
to have impsoved since the program began. There 
are no published souKces to illustrate txends in 
wool quality. HoweveK, it is the opinion of USDA 
and extension personnel working with the industlcy 
that quality has become lower as greater emphasis 
has been placed on lamb production." 

In a pxesentation made'at the Eastern Lamb and Wool Maxket- 
ing Conference in Novembex 1981, the General Manager of the 
17,000-member Mid-State Wool GKOWeKS Cooperative (who also 
served as Chairman of the ASPC's Wool Advisory Council) said 
that after 32 years of wool mazketing experience and in spite 
of educational work done in plromoting better quality wool, the 
quality of domestic wool, especially in the Midwest, is not 
nearly as good as it was 25 years ago. He also said that when 
the sheep operation is not an important part of the total farm 
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operation (producers with less than 50 sheep), the producer 
generally is not very concerned about wool quality. 

A wool marketing specialist at USDA’s Nati,onal Wool Labora- 
tory? the ManageK of the Utah Wool Marketing Association, and a 
Colorado State Univars’ity extension sheep specialist also told us 
that they believed dli@mos8tic wool quality has not improved. The 
wool marketing speai,&aa;list mid that no statistics on wool quality 
exist, but he doses nivolt b~eli~eve that wool quality has improved. 
The association manager said that the quantity of wool. pex sheep 
has increased but that overall quality has not. The sheep spe- 
cialist, who has worked with sheep producers since before the 
incentive program was implemented, said that wool quality in 
the intermountain area has not improved. 

ProduceKs’ managensnh and maKk.etinq 
practzces affect wolol quality 

Certain feeding, s+heaKing, and marketing practices cause 
domestic wool contamination problems, 
wool quality. 

thereby lowering domestic 

colored fibers, 
The aajoK soufces of wool contamination are off- 

vegetable matter, and plastic twine, These 
pxoblems result in wool prices being discounted by wool buyers. 

Two ERS reports-- one in 1969 and the other in 1977--concluded 
that certain management and marketing practices have caused U.S. 
wool to be of lower quality than imported wool. The 1969 report-- 
the most recent USDA study on domestic wool marketing--concluded 
that: 

“Although wool pxoduced in the United States compares 
favorably in baeie quality with that of the major wool 
producing countries, it lacks the general uniformity 
and mill d@SiKa8bility of the foreign product because 
of producer emphasis on lamb production, improper 
shearing, inferior pfeparation in the marketing system, 
and insufficient incentives to improve the quality of 
the Clip undex existing marketing practices and costs.” 

The 1977 ERS report on the wool program’s effectiveness also 
mentioned domestic wool quality problems. The report states that 
wo’ol produced in the United States is of a lower quality than im- 
ported wool. According to the report, this results primarily 
fKom the nature of the country in which sheep graze, feeding prac- 
tices, and wool handling methods after shearing. 

Accoxding to one regional wool growers’ cooperative official, 
the principal ptoblem with domestic wool quality is black fibers 
in the fleece. 
tion. 

This results from the emphasis on lamb produc- 
Black-faced sheep are mutton OK meat-type breeds. When 

these sheep are crossbred with white-faced ewes, the resulting 
crossbreeds’ fleece may contain black fibers. Wool buyers offer 
lower prices for fleeces that contain black fibers because the 
black fibers cannot be dyed. A fleece heavily contaminated with 
black fiber can only be used in black fabrics and yarns. 
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Contamination of wool with synthetic fibers has also become 
a serious problem. The polyester fibers come from plastic twine 
used to bale feed. If the feed is chopped with the twine intact, 
the fibers may get into the fleece while sheep aKe feeding. These 
fibeKs do not take to a dye, and therefore, wool buyexs may Ke- 
ject wool if it contains synthetic fibers. Often these fibexs 
go undetected until the cloth is finished. According to a 1976 
ASPC report entitled ~~Bluepxint-- Clearing Hurdles to PKofit with 
Sheep," manufacturets, such as Pendleton and Burlington, claim it 
costs them $1.80 OK moKe a yard to clean the fibers out of the 
wool. Vegetable mattet, such as buzrs and seeds picked up while 
grazing, can also contaminate wool as does vegetable matter left 
on sheaxing floolcs. 

According to an ASPC marketing specialist, providing more 
information to producers on better wool maKketing techniques may 
help KecIuce some problems affecting wool quality. Accoxding to 
the 1976 ASPC repoKt, producers could avoid some contamination by 

--using papelc, instead of plastic, bale twine; 

--avoiding feeding chopped hay in deep racks where hay can 
work into neck wool: 

--clearing burrs from pastures; 

--keeping shearing pens clean of straw and foreign matter; 

--sheaxing sheep only when they are dxy; 

--bagging wool immediately after shearing; and 

--sepscating black and inferior wool from rest of fleece. 

Using these techniques would cause producers to spend more 
time psepaKing their wool for market. Since the producers' major 
source of sheep income comes from lambs sold for meat and not wool, 
it may be difficult to convince them to spend more time pKepaKing 
their wool for market. 

IMPORTANCE OF WOOL TO THE MILITARY AND 
U.S. TEXTILE INDUSTRY IS DECLINING 

The increased use of synthetic fibexs has caused the impor- 
tance of wool to the military and the U.S. textile industry to 
decline since the 1950%. The Wool Act describes wool as an 
essential, strategic, and energy-efficient commodity not pro- 
duced in the United States in sufficient quantities and grades 
to meet domestic needs. However, wool is no longer classified 
as strategic, the military now uses items made of wool blends 
that once wefe made entirely of wool, and U.S. per capita mill 
consumption of wool has declined. 
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Military's need for wool 
for mobilization purposes 

The Strategic and Critical. Materials Stock Piling Act, as 
amended (50 U.S.IF;I. 98 s s.), provides that strategic materials 
be stockpiled in the intrarevlt of national defense to preclude 
costly and dangerousl 'de;bpsn8enco on foreign sources of supply in 
times of natianal emerrg@ncy. A representative from the Federal 
Emergency Management &gency'rs stockpiling division told us that 
wool (in the form 09 appare%l) was placed on the list of stock- 
pile materials on DeclEsmb'er 14, 1950, with a goal of 350 million 
pounds. Ho!+ver, due to questions on whether the Department of 
Defense should stockpile wrool and what the best waymto stockpile 
would be, the goal was eliminated on June 30, 1952, and has never 
been reestablished. 

me Defense Lreglk&ies Agency supplies certain items to the 
military services that contain wool or wool blend fabrics. Wool 
is used in the manufacture of nine different mobilization items, 
such as blankets, socks, aad watch caps. According to a mobi- 
lization official fstm the Defense Logistics Agency, wool was 
removed from Ohs list af strategic commodities when dress uniforms 
were dropped from the mobilization requirement because they were 
not eesential for combat. The military's basic combat uniform--a 
nylon-cotton blend--uses no wool. 

According to the Defense LNoNgistics Agency, about 47 million 
pounds of wool would be necearsary to support the initial mobili- 
zation requirement. Currently, mobilization reserve stocks of 
finished products equate to about 7 million pounds of wool. Al- 
though statistics on mobilization requirements during the 1950's 
are not now availabLe, the official told us that the figure would 
have been somewhat higher because the military now uses wool 
b.lends in mobilization items that were made entirely of wool in 
the 1950's. Furthermore, he said that the current requirement 
could be lower if the military used commercial blankets that are 
made entirely from synthetics. 

Textile industry's use of wool has declined 

Although the U.S. textile industry's use of wool (mill con- 
sumption) has increased slightly in recent years, it still< is 
down significantly from the 1950's. The decline is due to the 
increased use of synthetic fibers. Changing fashion trends (for 
example, a return to the use of natural fibers) may explain the 
recent increases in mill consumption. 

Since 1955 market shares for synthetic fibers have increased 
and those for wool have decreased in such markets as carpets, 
sweaters, and suits. U.S. per capita mill consumption of non- 
cellulosic, synthetic fibers rose from 2.61 pounds in 1955 to 
35.7 pounds in 1980. Per capita mill consumption of wool dropped 
from 2.5 pounds in 1955 to 0.44 pounds in 1974 and then increased 
slightly to 0.6 pounds in 1980. In the 1976 ASPC report, an 
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industry representative from a major textile manufacturer stated 
that a return to the natural fiber or "soft look" is responsible 
for the increased demand for wool. 

According to a report entitled "Wool Statistics, 1980-81" 
by the Commonwealth Secretariat International Wool Textile Organi- 
zation and International Wool Study Group, the current surplus 
of oil and oil by-products in world markets may cause the competi- 
tion from synthetic fibers to intensify as petroleum is used in 
synthetic fibers. However, fashions and the price and availabil- 
ity of alternative fibers are other factors that affect the 
demand for wool. 

DEMAND FOR DOMESTIC WOOL IS LOW 

Low demand for medium grade domestic wool, the primary type 
produced in the United States, has adversely affected U.S. pro- 
ducers. Competition from imported medium grade wool and wool 
products and the slow economy are contributing to the low demand. 
Reductions in the tariff rates on imported wool may exacerbate 
the problem. 

In November 1981 ERS reported that raw wool imports for 1981 
were expected to be abo'ut 73 million pounds, or about 29 percent 
above those far 1980. The increase was attributed to dutiable 
wool imports which totaled 37.6 million pounds, or 65 percent of 
the total raw wool imports during the first 9 months of 1981. 
This compared with imports of 23.3 million pounds, or 52 percent 
of the total wool imports during the same period in 1980. The 
raw wool content of imported textile products from January through 
September 1981 was 89.2 million pounds, about 9 percent more than 
a year earlier. 

In December 1981 USDA's Agricultural Marketing Service re- 
ported that mills were controlling inventories very closely and 
were continuing to buy only against orders. The Service attrib- 
uted the lack of mill demand in the fall of 1981 to the slow 
economy, high interest rates, and imports. 

An official from one of the regional wool growers' coopera- 
tives told us that as of February 1982 the cooperative was 
carrying higher-than-average stocks of medium grade wool, due 
to the lack of mill demand for medium grade U.S. wool. According 
to this official, imports of wool from South America and woolen 
products from China were the primary cause of the lack of mill 
demand for domestic wool. 

The price of imported wool is higher than the price of 
domestic wool of the same grade, partly because of the duties 
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placed on imports of apparel wool, 1/ the principal kind pro- 
duced in the United States. Tariff-reductions, therefore, could 
hurt the competitiveness of and demand for domestic wool. 

As a result of multilateral trade negotiations, import 
duties on wool and finished wool products are being reduced. The 
first rate reductions took effect in January 1980 and additional 
reductions will be made over the next several years. Personnel 
from the U.S. International Trade Commission and the Department 
of Commerce were unable to characterize the impact these reduc- 
tions will have on the competitiveness of and demand for domestic 
wool. 

In its comments (see app. V), USDA said that it is difficult 
to assess the impact the reduced import duties will have on the 
domestic wool industry. It believes that these reductions will 
make imported wool cheaper in the United States and depress domes- 
tic wool prices accordingly. Any increase in imports would also 
negatively affect the balance of trade. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The wool incentive payment program, established by USDA to 
implement the Wool Act, has had a limited effect on its objec- 
tives of encouraging wool production and improving wool quality. 
By serving as an income supplement, payments have slowed the de- 

. cline of the sheep industry and kept wool production levels some- 
what higher than they would have been without the program. How- 
ever, wool production levels have declined sharply. The program 
has had little, if any, effect on wool quality. 

The program has had only a limited effect because factors 
other than income from wool affect sheep production decisions 
and thus wool production. On the average, producers receive 
about 75 percent of their sheep income from lamb sales: therefore, 
providing an incentive payment on wool is not an effective or 
efficient way to encourage wool production. Each pound of addi- 
tional wool production attributable to the wool program in 1980 
cost the Federal Government from $2.63 to $6.01. This is for 
wool that brought the producer 88 cents a pound. 

Moreover, the major reasons for establishing a program to 
encourage wool production are no longer as important as they 
were when the Wool Act was enacted. Wool is no longer classi- 
fied as a strategic commodity, and its importance both to the 
U.S. textile industry and for defense mobilization requirements 
has declined. 

L/Apparel wool is wool suitable for manufacture into fabrics for 
clothing. The term is used in contrast to carpet wool which 
is wool that is too heavy or coarse to be made into clothing. 
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However, factors such as lamb marketing problems, predation ':, 8, i 
losses, and labor shortages (see ch. 3) have adversely affected 
the profitability of sheep production. In light of these factors, 
the Congress may decide that sheep producers should receive finan- 
cial assistance. If the program is continued on that basis, how- 
ever, it would be the only income supplement program for livestock 
producers. The wool incentive program was not designed as an 
income supplement program, and therefore, it is not an effective 
means to solve the industry's current problems. 

Payments made to noncommercial producers and payments for 
unshorn lambs do not effectively accomplish their intended ob- 
jectives. Payments to noncommercial producers have little effect 
on encouraging wool production since noncommercial producers do 
not rely on the income received from sheep. Payments for unshorn 
lambs--intended to maintain the normal practice of marketing 
lambs unshorn--do not influence whether lambs are shorn. Further- 
more, the unshorn lamb payment provision is extremely difficult 
to monitor and is costly to administer. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS 

We recommend that the Congress consider whether Federal 
financial assistance should (1) continue to be provided to en- 
courage wool production and/or (2) be provided to generally as- 
sist the sheep industry. We also recommend that, if the program 
is retained, the Congress eliminate payments to noncommercial 
producers and payments for unshorn lambs because these payments 
are not accomplishing their intended objectives. 

Budgetary i.act of qur. recommendations 

If the Congress continues the wool payment program and elimi- 
nates the unshorn lamb payments and payments to noncommercial 
producers, savings would amount to about $7.5 million annually. 
USDA has estimated that unshorn lamb payments will total $5.4 
million for fiscal year 1983, but no estimate is available for 
future years. The amount of savings that could be achieved by 
eliminating payments to noncommercial producers would depend on 
the eligibility criteria established. If the criteria selected 
eliminates payments of less than $100, annual savings could amount 
to about $2.1 million in producer payments plus the cost of pro- 
cessing about 55,700 payments. 
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Agency, 
bureau, and 

proqram 

Budget 
Appropriation function/ Authorizing 

account subfunction -- Savinqs eamcittees 

(millions) 

Departmentof 
Agriculture 

Cannoditycredit 
Corporation' 

National Wool 
Act: 

Terminate 
payments for 
unshornlambs 12(05-66)5210 351 $5.4 

Terminate pay- 
ments to non? 
cormercial 
producers 12(05-66)5210 351 2.1 

Houseand 
Senate Con- 
mittees on 
Agriculture 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

USDA said that it agreed with most of the findings in the 
report and believed that the report presents a fair appraisal of 
the wool program's strengths and weaknesses. USDA. said that a 
major area of agreement is the elimination of the program's 
unshorn lamb payment provisions. It said that factors favoring 
elimination are: 

"Unshorn lamb payments account for only lo-15 percent 
of the total incentive payments, but require 50-60 
percent of the time required to administer the program. 

"Lamb feedlot operators report that this provision is 
detrimental to their operation. They prefer shorn lambs 
in their feedlots because the lambs are cooler, gain 

' faster, and their pelts are more desirable to the 
slaughterer. If the feedlot operator buys wooled lambs, 
he must pay for shearing, bagging, transportation, and 
marketing the wool, but the incentive payment goes 
[primarily] to the grower of the lambs. 

"The extra administrative time required is due to 
the difficulty in tracing the previous owner, par- 
ticularly on lamb sales through country auctions 
and traders. It is also difficult to prove the 
30-day ownership requirement. Where lambs are 
commingled and identity is lost, the 'first-in, 
first-out' method requires additional bookkeeping." 
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USDA said that most lambs that are now sold unshorn would 
be shorn if the unshorn lamb payments were discontinued and 
that the shorn wool payments would offset most of the savings 
resulting from the elimination of the unshorn lamb payments. 
It added that because very few full-wooled lambs would be 
slaughtered, pullers (people employed to pull wool from sheep 
pelts) would be out of a job. As noted on pages 14 and 15, how- 
ever, the industry representatives and producers we talked with 
said that producers would not shear lambs to get a wool payment: 
therefore, in our opinion, significant savings would occur. 
Furthermore, in 1980 only about 1 million pounds of pulled wool 
were produced in the United States and only five companies in the 
United States still pull wool. The largest and only full-time 
pulling company employed 58 persons and produced (pulled) about 
750,000 pounds of wool in 1981. 

USDA said that eliminating noncommercial producers from the 
program would disctiminate against the small producer. It said 
it believed that the wool program should be available to all pro- 
ducers, including noncommercial producers. It added that college 
researchers have concluded that the sheep and wool industry could 
best be expanded in farm flocks or by noncommercial producers as 
these farms or producers tend to have unused roughage. ASCS pro- 
gram personnel were unable to provide us with documentation on 
such research, although they said they had been told this by the 
researchers. 

As we pointed out on pages 11 to 13, noncommercial producers 
generally do not rely on the income from sheep (including wool 
program payments) and maintain the sheep for othet reasons. 
Therefore, the program payments have little effect on their sheep 
production decisions; consequently, we believe the recommendation 
is appropriate. 

ERS initially believed that the social cost of the wool pro- 
gram, as measured by OUK consultant, was significantly deficient 
in sevetal technical aspects and that this raised questions 
about the report's economic conclusions. After ERS was provided 
additional information on the consultant's work, however, ERS' 
Chief, Food and Agricultural Policy Branch, National Economics 
Division, agreed that 

--any technical deficiencies that exist should not be con- 
sidered significant and are inherent in the use of econ- 
ometric models: ' 

--improving the model would have required much more work with 
little assurance of measurably better results; and 

--because the report does not rely on the consultant's 
projections of social costs, any deficiencies would not 
materially affect the report's economic conclusions. 
(See app. V.) 
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CEIAPTRR 3 

GRRI.QUS ,PRCI%EMS ADVERSELY AFFECT 

I3["Y QP S@m;lEP PRODUCTION 

Lamb m;arke~~glng '@reslblems, predation losses, and labor short- 
ages seriously affect the prsofitability of sheep production. 
Advances in 1aW marketing techniques have increased the prices 
received by a 'few prblducers, but because producers receive a lar- 
ger share of 'their sheep income from lambs (sold for meat) than 
wool, low lamb price@ cmentinue to be the primary concern to sheep 
producers and industry representatives. Recent Department of the 
Interior policy eh'ang& on predator control techniques may alle- 
viate some of the plfod~ucers* concerns about previous restrictions 
on such techniques. Rowever, before sheep producers can use 
what they believe to be the most effective control technique- 
toxicants with compound 1080 --EPA would need to reverse its 1972 
decision canceling the registration of compound 1080. Labor 
shortages may be one of-the more difficult problems to solve be- 
cause more attractive enployment.alternatives exist for those 
who would oth'erwise become sheepherders. 

I&MB MAJ@ETING PROB&EMS 
COHTRII!GJTE TQ LO$# LAMB PRICES 

The inconsistent supply of lamb, lack of competition among 
buyers, and intense competition from lamb imports are problems 
that contribute to low lamb prices. Because producers receive 
most of their sheep income from lamb, low lamb prices are of the 
utmost concern to sheep producers and industry representatives. 

The American Sheep Producers Council, the industry's self- 
help organization, conducts national advertising and promotion 
programs for sheep products. lJ ASPC officials told us that in 
recent years ASPC has increased its efforts on lamb marketing 
because 75 percent of producers' sheep income is from lamb sales. 
Before 1977 promotion funds were divided equally between lamb 
and wool. In 1977, however, about 56 percent of the ASPC funds 
was budgeted for lamb advertising and promotion. In 1981 ASPC 
requested that USDA approve a supplemental budget of $500,000 
to help “strengthen the demand for lamb." This request brought 
the total amount of funds budgeted for lamb promotion to about 
$2.5 million, or about 63 percent of the ASPC budget. 

ASPC officials believe that more lamb could be iold at 
higher prices if the supply of lamb was consistent throughout 
the marketing year. Recent ERS statistics show that in 1980 

~J’ASPC advertising and promotion funds come from deductions from 
wool incentive payments, as authorized by section 708 of the 
National Wool Act of 1954. 
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almost 40 percent of the lambs marketed were sold in September 
and October. The inconsistent supply of lamb results primarily 
from the breeding cycle of sheep. In any one region, most lambs 
are born within a period of 2 months. 

From a production standpoint it may be more efficient to 
schedule lamb births to come before the spring grass grows so 
that ewes and lambs can obtain most of their feed from pasture. 
From a marketing-processing-distribution perspective, however, 
seasonal surges in production require extra capacity for process- 
ing plants. For example, the packing system could easily accommo- 
date all the U.S.-produced lamb if it were evenly distributed over 
a 12-month period. However, due to the seasonal variation in pro- 
duction, there are times when packing plants cannot slaughter all 
the lambs that are available and other times when they cannot get 
enough to slaughter. According to the Program Leader-Animal 
Science with USDA's Extension Service , packers are unable to con- 
tinually adjust their labor force to meet the changing conditions. 
As a result, whenever supply exceeds processing capacity, farm 
prices are vulnerable to depressed'ptices. For example, choice 
slaughter lambs at San Angelo, Texas, were selling at about $62 
per hundredweight in August 1981. However, prices dropped sharp- 
ly into the low $50's as slaughter seasonally increased in 
September. 

ASPC officials told us that the inconsistent supply of lamb 
hinders the stimulation of consumer and retail demand for lamb. 
The officials said that restaurants are reluctant to put lamb 
on the menu due to the inconsistent supply. Results of a survey 
conducted for ASPC also show that one of the reasons consumers 
are basically unknowledgeable about lamb is the lack of its 
widespread availability. 

Another lamb marketing problem relating to demand is the 
lack of packer and consumer willingness to accept larger cuts of 
lamb. According to an article published in the proceedings of 
the Natianal Lamb Marketing Symposium, which took place in March 
1981, the market does not want extremely big cuts of lamb. As 
a result, buyers discount lambs over a certain weight. In a 
paper presented at the symposium, the Director of Meat Merchan- 
dising for the Kroger Company said that weight range is very 
important because carcasses smaller than the desirable 45 to 60 
pound dressed weight yield loin and rib chops too small to appeal 
to the customer and larger carcasses carry too large a leg weight 
and price tag for the average customer. 

Educating producers to sort and sell their lambs in several 
lots instead of dumping their total lamb crop on the market at 
one time could alleviate some of the problems with market gluts. 
Using sheep with other than traditional breeding cycles also 
could help prevent gluts in the lamb market. 

The lack of competition among buyers is another problem 
contributing to low prices. According to an economist with 
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USDA's Extension Service, in 1980 only 15 firms bought about 
92 percent of all sheep and lambs slaughtered in the United 
States. The lack of competition is partially the result of 
declining sheep numbers. The declining sheep population has 
resulted in the closing of many slaughtering plants. The 
net resubt is, fewder buyers bidding on lambs, thereby reducing 
the price's far&s receive for their lambs. 

In mme artery& ar~f $#qt country, telephone and computerized 
auction systemIs havIe heen somewhat successful in raising prices 
paid to producexs. 'El&l& these systems the auctioneer and buyers 
are connected by a telephone conference call or time-sharing 
computers. * The animals remain on the farm and are sold on the 
basis of their sex, weight, grade, and location. Although these 
marketing systems have raised the prices paid to producers any- 
where from $2.50 to $4 per hundredweight, 1980 statis'tics show 
that only 1 peso'eat of lambs are marketed through telephone 
auctions. Therefore, these advances have had only a minor impact 
on the lamb industry as a whole. 

Many producers and ASPC officials told us that domestic 
lamb cannot compete in price with the cheaper lamb imports from 
such co~untries~ as' New Zealand. ASPC officials also expressed 
concern tha,t New Zealand is spending 10 times more than ASPC on 
lamb promotion activities in the northeast U.S. market. ASPC's 
Director of Lamb and Wool Advertising (in a paper presented at 
the March 1981 National L'amb Marketing Symposium) said that New 
Zealand's promotional allowances in addition to its advertising 
"almost make it impossible for a retailer to turn them down 
since he can sell New Zealand leg at $1.49 lb. vs. $1.89 lb. 
to $2.09 lb. for [domestic] fresh legs." 

According to a November 1981 U.S. International Trade 
Commission repo'rt entitled "Lamb Meat from New Zealand," from 
January 1979 through September 1981 domestic lamb prices gener- 
ally declined. The report states that lower priced imported 
carcass'es and legs of lamb may have contributed to these price 
declines. According to the report, domestic producers contend 
that imported lamb prices act to limit domestic price increases 
commensurate with increased production costs. They believe if 
they raise prices too far above the imported price, they will 
lose a further share of the market. 

PREDATION HAS IMPAIRED SHEEP 
PRODUCTION IN SOME AREAS 

Many producers believe sheep losses caused by predators are 
severe .' For some producers predation affected their decisions 
to leave the sheep business. The severity of the problem is 
difficult to determine because precise data on losses is not 
available and the incidence of predation varies among producers 
and by region. Estimates of annual financial losses resulting 
from predation range from $27 million for the Western States 
in 1974 to $103 million for the entire country in 1979. 
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', 
According to a 1978 Department of the Interior report en- 

titled "Predator Damage in the West: A Study of Coyote Manage- 
ment Alternatives," limitations and possible sources of bias 
with the methods used in assessing losses make it difficult to 
precisely estimate sheep losses to predators. The report states 
that available evidence, from several studies completed since 
1972, indicates that between 1972 and 1978 an average of 4 to 8 
percent of lambs were lost annually to coyotes. The report also 
states, however, that average loss rates do not adequately re- 
flect the nature of coyote predation on sheep because losses are 
not equally distributed by region or among producers. 

One of the studies cited in the Interior report was a 1977 
USDA study entitled "Sheep and Lamb Losses to Predators and 
Other Causes in the Western United States." Using special sample 
surveys of sheep producers in the Western United States, the 
study estimated that in 1974 coyote predation reduced gross U.S. 
sales of sheep and lamb for slaughter by about $27 million. 

The legislative representative for the National Wool Growers 
Association told us that economic losses from predators totaled 
over $100 million in 1979. This estimate was contained in a 
paper entitled "Trends of Predator Losses of Sheep and Lambs From 
USDA Mortality Statistics" prepared by a staff scientist from the 
USDA Agricultural Research Service's National Program Staff, Live- 
stock and Veterinary Sciences, for presentation at a March 1980 
symposium. According to the paper, the value of losses increased 
fairly steadily from a low of $25 million in 1961 to a high of 
$103 million in 1979. 

Many western producers told us that sheep losses from pred- 
ators is a serious problem. Two producers in western Colorado 
said they had converted from sheep to cattle production largely 
because of increased predator losses. These producers said that 
in 1980 they lost 14 percent and 33 percent, respectively, of 
their lambs to predators. A large producer in Utah said that 
during 1980 predators killed 15 percent of the lambs and 1 per- 
cent of the ewes in his range operation. In addition, he said 
predators killed 8 percent of the lambs and 3 percent of the ewes 
in his purebred operation, even though these lambs were fenced 
and better protected. Based on sheep values provided by the pro- 
ducer, his total sheep loss to predators for the year was about 
$108,000. His wool incentive payment for 1980 was about $38,000. 
Therefore, predation had a much larger impact on the profitabil- 
ity of this producer's sheep operation than the wool program did. 

Some producers in Texas told us that the sheep-growing re- 
gions in Texas have decreased in size due to predator problems 
in the outlying areas. One producer said that sheep losses from 
coyotes were so high on a ranch he owned in an outlying area that 
it forced him to sell the ranch. 
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Nearly all the producers we interviewed, who were experi- 
encing or threatened by predator problems, said that sheep losses 
are increasing and have increased dramatically since 1972 when 
the Federal Government banned the use of certain predator control 
techniques, particularly compound 1080. Many producers believe 
1080 is one of the most effective and least costly control 
techniques. 

In our August 24, 1981, report entitled "National Direction 
Required for Effective Management of America's Fish and Wild- 
life" (CED-810107), we concluded that Interior's program to 
control predators, the animal damage control program, is unsatis- 
factory to livestock producers and wildlife interests. As stated 
in our report, the Conference Report on the fiscal year 1981 
appropriations for, agriculture, rural development, and related 
agencies directed the Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior 
to cooperatively analyze the animal damage control program and 
determine which agency might best perform all or part of these 
activities. Up to $500,000 was provided to USDA's Animal and 
Plant Health Inspection Service to accomplish this directive. 

On May 12, 1981, USDA's Assistant Secretary for Marketing 
and Transportation Services (now called Marketing and Inspection 
Services) recommended that the Secretaries of Agriculture and 
the Interior meet informally to resolve the animal damage con- 
trol situation. According to an Animal and Plant Health Inspec- 
tion Service memorandum, informal discussions between USDA and 
Interior were taking place as of September 25, 1981. However, 
the Branch Chief of the Service's Program Analysis Branch and 
the Chief of the Division of Wildlife Management of Interior's 
Fish and Wildlife Service subsequently told us negotiations at 
the secretarial level had been suspended as of November 1981. 

On November 19, 1981, Interior's Fish and Wildlife Service 
issued a news release announcing several policy changes on 
predator control techniques which it believed would make predator 
control more effective. The Service announced that it 

--had asked EPA to license the toxic chemical compound 
1080 for use in sheep collars, 

--planned to apply to EPA for an experimental use permit to 
conduct limited field trials in Texas and Montana of sev- 
eral other compound 1080 delivery systems, and 

--was revising its restriction on denning--the practice of 
killing coyotes in their dens--so it could be used in re- 
stricted circumstances. 

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act 
(7 U.S.C. 136 et seq.) requires that pesticide products, such 
as compound 1080, be registered with EPA. In March 1972 EPA 
canceled registration of pesticide products containing 1080, 
which are intended for use as predicides, because EPA found 
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1080 to be highly toxic to all species. 
in the December 7, 

EPA published a notice 
1981, Federal Register announcing its intent 

to hold hearings to reconsider its 1972 decision to cancel the 
Kegistration of 1080 products. According to EPA’s Office of 
Pesticide Programs, this hearing began March 30, 1982, and is 
scheduled to continue through the first week of August 1982. 

LABOR SHORTAGES MAY CONTRIBUTE 
TO PRODUCTION DECLINE 

In some cases, the difficulty in finding and retaining 
enough sheepherders may affect pxoduction decisions. Reports 
on the sheep industry and comments by producers indicate that 
domestic sheepherders are difficult to find because potential 
sheepherders are attracted to other more desirable occupations. 
Some producers have used foreign workers to meet much of their 
labor needs. Using foreign labor, however, requires producers 
to comply with various Federal immigration regulations designed 
to protect the sheepherders but adds to producers’ costs. 

The Western Range Association, a nonprofit organization 
representing western sheepranchers, assists producers in finding 
sheepherders. An association representative told us that no 
documented statistics are available on the shortage of domestic 
sheepherders. The only data the association had to demonstrate 
the shortage was the 1,000 applications it received from pro- 
ducers who requested domestic sheepherders in 1981. Less than 
15 domestic workets who were referred were found to be qualified 
and later hired. According to a labor certification representa- 
tive fsom the U.S. Department of LaboK, these statistics are 
probably the best aggregate data available because only local 
employment offices would have statistics on the number of re- 
quests fox sheepherders. 

According to Interior’s 1978 report on predator damage 
in the West, problems in obtaining adequate numbers of herders 
may have the following results. 

--Size of the sheep operation may be reduced to a level 
which can be handled by available herders. 

--Size of herd under care by individual herders may be 
increased. 

--Sheep may be taken off the range and placed in fenced 
areas. 

--Producers may go out of the sheep business. This usually 
occurs if producers are also experiencing other problems, 
such as predation. 

The report also states that regulations to protect the health 
and safety of herders have added to labor costs and that these 
additional costs may affect the profitability and economic via- 
bility of some sheep producers. 
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In an Augug~;t 1977 $RS report entitled "Pactars in the Decline 
of the Western @++p Industry," labor shortage was cited as a con- 
tributing faknCtdU,t %b t& 'dsa~@lin& in sheep pxoctlllu&Lon in the four 
States whera produceslrs were surveyed (Colorado, Texas, Utah, and 
Wyoming). Tha r@port pointra out that it is hard to separate pxob- 
lems with labor &%M.&bility dram the increased attractiveness of 
other occupati~~ti~~ '&ltb&gh sheepherders are now pjrarvfded better 
faciliti@,s and mar189 mfirinlgas blenasfits than previouaJ.y,.a;heepherding 
is still a lonely and t&@-demanding occupation. The problem was 
generally mp3re scplrioures fox large-scale than small-scale producers, 
probably due to the greater dependence on hired labor. 

Many af the w@r8t@xn producers we talked with told us that 
they had difficwlty ifinding laborers, including sheepherders, be- 
cause they are iattf&tited to better paying jobs ox jobs requiring 
less work. One ps&+cer said that he converted from sheep to 
cattle largely bescaiulraiur of increased predator losses and the un- 
availability of hirkjillvard sheepherders. He said more labor was 
necessary due to the increased predator problem. Another pro- 
ducer told us that due to regulations to protect the health and 
safety of herders, the producer must pay fox their shelter, food, 
and transportation in addition t6 salaries. 
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ITear 

1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
19680 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 

PEuC~~ m -m PA- STATISTI~CS F'QP 1955-81 

Averaq market 
sypposrt price received 
pzb? by pra;3ucelcs 

(We .zQ (note b) 

(cm&s per lb.) 

62 42.8 
62 44.3 
62 53.7 
62 36.4 
62 43.3 
62 42.0 
62 4269 
62 47.7 

6": 48.5 53.2 

ft 47.1 52.1 
6": 40.5 39.8 

;'z 35.5 41.8 

72 19.4 
72 35.0 
72 82.7 
72 59.1 
72 44.7 
72 65.7 
99 72.0 

108 74.5 
115 86.3 
123 88.1 
135 94.5 

Shorn wool Government 
payment rate payments 

(note c) (ri&e.s a and d) 

(millions) 

44.9% $57.6 
40.0 51.9 
15.5 16.1 
70.3 85.1 
43.2 53.9 
47.6 59-s 
44.5 56.9 
30.0 39.2 
27.8 27.2 
16.5 20.3 
31.6 34.2 
24.8 26.2 
65.8 57.7 
65.4 54.4 
65.1 50.6 

102.8 64.0 
271.1 102.3 
105.7 68.0 

(e) (e) 
21.8 14.5 
61.1 40.9 
9.6 7.0 

37.5 28.9 
45.0 34.8 
33.3 30.8 
39.6 37.5 
42.9 44.8 

gSupport price and payments are for the marketing years beginning April 1 for 
the 1955-62 period, the 9 months April 1 through December 31 for 1963, and 
calendar years beginning January 1, 1964. 

@ices for 1955-56 and 1964-80 are calendar year prices; prices for 1957-62 
are for April-March marketing years: price for 1963 is for the period April- 
December. 

c&?aymznt rate for shorn wool is expressed as a percentage and is applied to 
each producer's dollar return from the sale of wool. For example, under 
the 1978 program, producers received $45 for each $100 received from mar- 
keting wool. 

~Includes unshorn lamb payments. 

e/W payments were required on 1973 marketings as the average price received 
exceeded the support level. 
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I, 
1, APPENDIX II APPENDIX II 

The objective (PP auf conssultantls work were to estimate the 
wool program@s effect on histo’rical and current wool production 
and the effects’ on woe1 production if the wool program were to 
be eliminate’d or moldified. Specifically, his work addressed 
the f Jllowing questions: 

--How .would woo’1 @reduction have been changed if the wool 
progrrjlm haa not -been established and governmental inter- 
vention to support the price of wool had been halted? 

--How different would 1980 wool production have been if the 
wool program had not been established? 

--What difference would it make for future wool production 
if the wool prcrgram were eliminated or substantially 
modified at the present time? 

To determine the wool program’s effect on U.S. wool produc- 
tion, our consultant estimated the subsidy’s e.ffect on the market 
supply curve. The extent to which a given subsidy program in- 
creases the market supply depends on the elasticities of the de- 

/ mand for and supply of the product, meaning how much the quantity 
supplied by producers changes in response to a unit change in the 
price of the product. In the case of wool, however, this analysis 
is complicated by the fact that wool is jointly hroduced with an 
unsubsidized product, lamb. The elasticity of supply for wool, 
therefore, depends not only on the usual cost and resource-supply 
factors, but also on the share of revenue arising from the jointly 
produced output and how much the quantity demanded by consumers 
changes in response to a unit change in price. 

Our consultant, through the use of multiple regression esti- 
mation of an econometric model, analyzed the effects of various 
independent variables -(the expected price of wool, lamb, substi- 
tutes that might be produced instead of raising sheep, and inputs 
used in wool production: the Government payment; the technology; 
and random events, such as predator loss or disease) on the 
dependent variable, wool production. 

The econometric model used time series data to measure the 
relative impact of each of the independent variables mentioned 
above on woo’1 production, while holding all the other variables 
constant. For example, the regression coefficient for the wool 
payment variable indicates that each l-cent increase in payments 
leads to an increase in U.S. wool production ranging from 0.52 
million pounds to 1.37 million pounds. 
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PROGRAM'S IMPACT ON PRQDUCTICON 

Based on the model he developed, our consultant determined 
that the wool program increased U.S. wool production between 11 
million pounds and 24 million pounds per year during the years 
1956-79. By the late 1970'a the estimated effects are smaller 
because the real value of expected payments per pound is s'maller. 
The 3-year average of payments per pound prior to 1980 is 15.2 
cents, in 1967 dollars. This implies a projected output effect 
of 7 million to 16 million pounds in 1980. Therefore, eliminat- 
ing the wool program at the present time would cause a 7 million- 
to 16 million-pound reduction in wool output, or about 7 to 15 
percent of current U.S. production. 

However, it should be pointed out that the trend variable 
(the variable used to account for those variables that affect 
wool production fox which no time series data was available), 
given the wool prices, accounts for a decrease of 5 million 
pounds a year in wool production. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on his model, our consultant concluded that the wool 
program has had a relatively small but positive effect on U.S. 
wool output. The downward trend in wool production was delayed 
by the program, and production since 1955 has been maintained 
at a slightly higher level than it would have been without the 
program. However, the trend toward a smaller U.S. sheep industry 
has not been halted, nor has the rate of decline slowed. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL 

The types of limitations discussed below are universal to 
econometric models. The limitations open up possibilities of 
errors in interpretation. However, economists have found the 
models are useful and are reasonable representations for 
explaining U.S. agricultural commodity markets. 

The limitations of the model include the following: 
(1) the use of a trend variable to account for factors affecting 
the U.S. wool industry for which no time series data was avail- 
able, (2) difficulty in identifying the appropriate relationship 
between prices and quantities, and (3) the estimates being sub- 
ject to the model's economic and statistical assumptions. 

1. No time series data was available for factors affecting 
the U.S. wool industry, such as problems of recruitment of appro- 
priately skilled labor for sheepherding, the problem of predators, 
technical change in the sheepraising and feeding industry, 
shifts in the supply of foreign wool to the United States, 
changes in preferences for wool compared with other products, 
and developments in the market for competing fibers (cotton 
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and synthetics). Since no data was available for these factors, 
the assumption in the consultant’s model is that all the left- 
out variables taken together have effects that can be captured 
by means of a linear trend. If the trend variable had varied 
systematically with the tiool payment variable, its use would 
have biased the results of the mo’del. However, the effect of 
the trend variable did not vary with the wool payment variable. 
Therefore, the use of the trend variable is unlikely to have 
biased the results of thea model, and the use of the trend vari- 
able is a reasonable statistical procedure. 

2. The identification problem arises because price and 
quantity are functions of one another through both supply and 
demand relatioIn,ships, 
of either. 

creating problems in obtaining an estimate 
This psobllemwas avoided by assuming that supply 

depends on past prices while demand depends on current prices. 
However, it could be that wool production responds to some ex- 
tent to cutrent-year changes in price. 

Another problem in estimating supply response is the arbi- 
trariness of the assumption that producers’ expectations of wool, 
lamb, and cattle prices are based on 3 or 4 years of past data 
with fixed weights. The possibility ofaproblems here was ex- 
plored by considering several alternative weighting schemes 
and noting the sensitivity of wool program effects to these 
changes. 

3. Errors in the estimated model were serially correlated; 
that is, if the model overestimated wool production in any one 
year, it was moxe likely than not also to overestimate wool pro- 
duction in the following years. Econometric procedures to 
correct for this problem, however, did not lead to changes in 
the estimated effects of the wool program on wool production. 
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DElWE#3 FEN4 WC&E SCXJRCS IN 1979 (note a) 

Producing regim and !?eeder lambs Slaughter 
numbeK of he& [mW b] (note c) lambs EWS 

Texas-Mew Mexico 
50 to 299 
ovef 2,000 635 

28 
1x 

Mountain . 
50 to 299 (mates e, f) 18 57 
over 2,500 (lmt@a h) g, 17 58 : 
fllver 2,500 (mtea e, g} 28 48 3 

Great Basin 
Owl: 1,000 (m&es h) gr 32 40 3 
OveE 1,000 (mtes e, g) 16 62 4 

Pacific coast 
@‘@%K 1,000 (n;>t@s; f, h) 12 61 5 
cw?r 1,000 (mtes e, f] 19 59 4 

California-AKiaona 
-K l,OlOo (mtejrs gc hl 80 3 
Over 1,000 (notes f, h) 3 75 4 

Northern Plains 
50 to 299 (notes e, f) 

7": 
32 5 

100 to 2,499 (mtes eF g) 7 5 
ovles 2,500 (mte5 gr h) 63 8 11 

NoKthcentKal States 
I&ss than 100 79 6 
over 100 81 4 

Plains tiat-CoP;n 
50 to 99 18 63 2 

aJ?eKcentages may not add to 100 because of rounding. 

bJData for other; flock sizes was not available. 

(note d) 

28 
23 

19 
18 
21 

24 
18 

22 
19 

16 
17 

22 
16 
18 

15 
15 

17 

cJam& that average 50 to 80 pounds amd will be placed on succulent pasture or 
SUpphm3Ital feed befOKe going to slaughter. 

dJim1 income includes shorn mol and unshorn lamb payments. 

eJSKml lambing operation: Wing in confined areas such as sheds or barns. 

fJPublic rangeland (i.e., land controlled by Federal OK State govexnments) was 
not used. 

g&Public rangeland was used. 

hJRmge laxbing operation: Lambing in open aKeas such as ranges or pastures 
with little OK no shelter provided. 
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United Statear 
Department of 
Agriculture 

AgrlcuRural P.0, Box 2416 
Stablliratlon and 
Cbns;@rvatlo~n Slsrwlce 

Washingtcrn, D.C. 
200t 3 

SUBJECT : GAO Audit of Wool Program 
JUN 1 1 fl%? 

TO : Henry Eschwege 
Director, Community & Economic Develo 

THROUGH : Under Secretary for Inter 
Commodity Programs 

. 

iv i d 

%t& a’ and 

We have reviewed the GAO draft report entitled, ongress Needs to 
Decide Whether the Federal Wool Program is Still Necessary”. We agree 
with most of the findings in the report and feel that it is well 
prepared and adequately recognizes the strengths and weaknesses of 
the program. 

Our Economic Research Service, however, feels that the “social cost” 
of the wool program as measured by the GAO consultant, is significantly 
deficient in several technical aspects to raise questions concerning 
the report’s economic conclusions. A copy of their specific comments 
has been provided to USDA’s Office of Inspector General. 

[GAO COMMENT : We subsequently met with ERS to discuss 
the consultant’s work. After being provided a further 
explanation of tests the consultant performed, including 
some that were not discussed in his paper, and how the 
consultant’s data was used in our report, ERS agreed that 
(1) any technical defic’iencies which exist irl the con- 
sultant’s work should not be considered major and are 
inherent to this type of economic study--i.e., use of 
econometric models, (2) to have significantly improved 
the model would have required much more work with little 
assurance that the results would have been measurably 
better, and (3) since our report did not rely on the 
consultant’s projections of social costs, any deficien- 
cies which do exist in the consultant’s work would not 
materially affect the report’s economic conclusions.1 

One of the objectives of the audit, as stated in the audit (page 4), 
was “to determine whether the wool incentive program, as designed, has 
encouraged producers to increase wool production - - -, and whether the 
progrti’s objectives are still valid”. We would like to point out that 
the primary objective of the National Wool Act of 1954, as amended by 
Section 301 of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-113, 
Ql Stat. 921, g/29/77), is to “encourage the continued domestic 
production of wool , I’ and not necessarily to increase it. As stated 
in the GAO report (page’ll), it is estimated that between 1956 and 1979 
WOO1 production was increased by 6 to 13 percent beyond what it would 
have been in the absence of the program. That the program did not prevent 
a continued downward trend in production is not in dispute. Such a trend 
was due to a variety of factors, 
not economic. 

however, many of which were apparently 
More importantly, the trend was definitely softened by the 
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Henry Eschwege 
Director, Community & Economic Development Division, GAO 

existence of the program. we did note that in other parts of the audit 
that the objective of the? program to encourage wool production is 
correctly stated, 

[GAO COMMENlT : Thi,s was a statement of GAO’s audit- objec,tive, 
not the wool progrklmls objective. 
however, 

Wording was revised, 
to avoid possible misunderstanding. See p. 4.1 

A major area of .agreement with the aublt is the elimination of the unshorn 
lamb provisions of the program. It is pointed out in the audit that the 
unshorn lamb payment does not influence when lambs are shorn. Generally 
this is true, however, if there were no unshorn lamb payments, the lambs 
that attain slaughter weight on milk and grass and are now sent to 
slaughter unshorn, would likely be shorn before being sold for slaughter. 
Also, without the unshorn lamb provisions, there would be very few full 
wooled lambs slaughtered and “pullers” (people employed to ~11 wool 
from sheep pelts] would be out of a job. Factors favoring elimination 
of payments on unshorn lambs are: 

(1) Unshorn lamb payments account for only 10-15 percent of the 
total incentive payments, but require SO-60 percent of the 
time required to administer the program. 

(2) lamb feedlot operators report that this provision is detri- 
mental to their operation. They prefer shorn lambs in their 
feedlots because the lambs are cooler, gain faster, and their 
pelts are more desirable to the slaughterer. If the feedlot 
operator buys wooled lambs, he must pay for shearing, bagging, 
transportation, and marketing the wool, but the incentive 
payment goes to the grower of the lambs. 

(3) The extra administrative time required is due to the difficulty 
in tracing the previous owner, particularly on lamb sales 
through country auctions and traders. It is also difficult 
to prove the 30-day ownership requirement. Where lambs are 
comingled and identity is lost, the “first-in, first-out” 
method requires additional bookkeeping. 

Unshorn lamb payments amount to $5-6 million annually, however, eliminating 
the unshorn lamb payment would not mean a savings of that amount. Most of 
the lambs that are now sold unshorn would be shorn and the shorn wool 
payments would offset most of the unshorn lamb payments. 

[GAO COMMENT: Agency comments and our evaluation thereof 
inserted on p. 23 of report.] 

The impact on the wool industry of reduced import duties on the finer wool 
over the next several years is difficult to assess. ffowever, this reduction 
in duties will make imported wool cheaper in the United States, and denress 
domestic wool prices accordingly. 
on the balance of payments. 

This could also have a negative effect 

[GAO COMMENT: Agency comment inserted on p. 21 of report.] 

- 
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Director, Community & Economic Development Division, GAO 

We disagree with the recommendation that payments to noncommercial producers 
be discontinued because these producers keep sheep for meat production, not 
wool and therefore, a payment to encourage production of wool is wasted. 
Elimination of “noncommercial” producers from the program would discriminate 
against the smaller producer. 
all wool producers. 

We believe the program should be available to 

College researchers have concluded that the sheep and wool industry could 
best be expanded in farm flocks or l’noncommercial” producers. These farms 
or producers tend to have unused roughage, while the western States have 
limited water and forage and their ranges are already stocked to capacity 
with either cattle or sheep. 

[GAO COMMENT : Agency comments ana oux evaluation thereof 
inserted on p. 24 of report.] -._. .._--. ..-. ._- - _.. ._ ..- 

We wuuld like to correct a general misunderstanding, repeated in the 
audit, that the Wool Act is funded from duties collected on imported 
wool and wool manufacturers. These payments, like other price support 
payments, are made from CCC funds. Each year, funds are appropriated 
from the Treasury to reimburse CCC for expenditures made in connection 
with wool price support payments. Section 705 of the National Wool Act 
of 1954, provided that the amount of such appropriation for any fiscal 
year may not exceed 70 percent of the gross receipts from duties 
collected during the preceding calendar year on certain imported wool 
articles. It is the language of this limitation which has led to the 
general misunderstanding. that wool price support payments are made from 
custom receipts. 

[GAO COMMENT: Report revised accordingly, see p. 3.1 

We would like to again express our appreciation to you and your staff for 
the ezellent manner in which this audit was prepared. Obviously, a-great 
deal of thought and work went into its preparation and it reflects, in our 
opinion, a fair appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of the program. 

Administrator 

GAO note: Page references in this letter refer to the 
draft report and do not necessarily agree with 
the page numbers in final report. 

(022630) 








